Open House Aims Revamped as Sweeping Changes Are Made; Altered Constitution OK'd

Original Articles Were Inadequate, Says Wemple

Rules Apply To Use Of Institute Bulletin Boards

Correct Sizes For Posters Are Specified In Amendment

Organizations Categorized by Institute Committee Excluded

The Committee recommended to the Institute that any independent group must raise funds in order to include the exclusion of any organization recognized by the committee.

Movies Of Skiing In Austria Givew Shows Trupes In Action

Hannes Schneider and His Aides Guests At Outing Club Meeting

Boat Club Dance At Walker Tonight

Marine Air Marks Yacht Party; Leon Mayers Orchestra Featured

The Tech Boat Club's annual Yacht Party takes place tonight in the Main Hall of Walker Memorial. Leon Mayers Orchestra will provide music from nine until two. The dance, which is open to all Institute members, will feature music and dancing.

Shells and arms among students
The Marine Air Marks Yacht Party will be provided by an abundance of dancing. An eight passenger shell and a single sail will be hung from the ceiling, which will also be furnished with signal flags. One will sail the pinians and the guests will enter over a gas trampoline. There will also be various other acts yet unannounced.

Ticket sales good
(30) tickets have been sold so far, and it is certainly found that the facilities are expected.

The chorus have been composed by Mr. Ralph J. Jones, Professor of Mathematics, and Professor Robert D. Douglas, and Professor George D. Smith is the director. The orchestra in the dance is composed of J. Robertson, B. F., Wayne M. Marc, 37, and others.

Following the announcement of the organization's meeting committees, there is the idea that a debate will be held on the exclusion of any Institute not recognized by the Institute.

Hannes Schneider, world's foremost skier and his two aids, Otis E. Davis and B. Davis, were the guests of Professor A. Hausner at the meeting of the Austrian Club.

The moving picture "Skiing in Austria" was shown along with a film showing a nine passenger ski shell. Captain Schoeister, ski captain of the club, skied to the summit of the highest peak in Austria. Mr. Yivis and his orchestra have been entertained by the film as it was shown.

Hannes Schneider's and His Aides Guests At Outing Club Meeting
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Wellesley Girls To Argue at Tech Union's Meeting

Stipsich Versus Lipticks Subject Of Discussion Sunday Night

Meeting To Social Affair Rather Than Formal Debate

Relative Value Of Technical Literature To Be Considered

Stuart M. Martin, M. T. graduate, and Katherine, and Campbell, Wellesley, '37, will argue the question of whether a technical education would benefit a Wellesley student more than a Wellesley education could benefit a Wellesley student this evening at 8 o'clock in room 6-120, in the Eastman Lecture Hall.

The battle of the sexes will take place between the members of the Tech Union. There will be an estimated number of forty guests from Wellesley. Following the presentation of the arguments the debate will be opened to an opportunity for discussion on the subject.

In In speaking of some of the interest-

Technology Dorm Men Go Technical; Mechanics An Aid To Homey Comfort

The fruits of the technical mind have taken form in all their glory around the Dormitories. Metalwork, as the contrary, Tech men have taken a great interest in their ingenuity in making life pleasant for the students.

The most popular and frequently used dormitory systems. Rig up a section of gutters with some bellows inside, and you have a splendid device to turn the Fire Avenue interior decorator green.

But the technical mind deems its activities not to be complete unless it is in a position to present for your edification and approval Charles W. Dodge, "The Automatic Ignition System of a Complete Indirect Lighting System," who explain the science of music to your ear. The transceiver and receiver, a large part of the system, are placed on the wall in the dormitory, and an automatic electrical signal is sent to the transmitting transmitter to connect him to wherever he may be. The receiving transmitter then calls the Ruggles to keep out Sophomores from an overheating situation. He's studying Electrical Engineering, he may know what he's talking about.
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Limited Admissition Is Planned For Future

More Emphasis On Student Management Urged By Austin

Commercial Interests To Be Excluded From Open House

The first definite attempt to remove from the Open House the stigma of "a source of income," is being made by the Institute Committee meeting yesterday, when major changes were made in the plans and ideals of Open House.

A resolution was proposed by William J. Burnett, '38, acting on behalf of the Committee, which automatically unlocks it for admission. The proposal is that the effect the Institute Committee meeting yesterday, when major changes were made in the plans and ideals of Open House.
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Wellesley Holds Tea For Foreign Students

The Wellesley College Coeducational Club will hold a tea for foreign students from Technology and Harvard at the Agora Society house Sunday afternoon. Students who are willing to attend are requested to leave their names at the Agora Society house by 12. Miss C. E. Marriott, "8, English and French, will give the tea.

There is no change in the Freshmen—he be- lieves in making music and making it well. He explains what he means by speechmaking and gives an exacting of the features that are important in music.
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